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Bubble shooter is the game that can amuse you whole day. The game includes a rectangular
shaped field with weapons; you have to make use of the gun weapon to beat the mission of bubble
shooting and to achieve the targets. The Cannon lie on the bottom of the screen whereas the
bubbles on the top of the field of battle. Your main target in the game is to shoot out all the bubbles
until you clean the whole field and the process will continue until you achieve the target and for this
you have to shoot the same colored bubbles and if you miss the shot then the game will become
difficult for you and once you achieve the target you will get the next level.

To end the level, you have to shoot the bubbles continuously with full focus because the bubble
attack with high speed to defeat you and they make a situation whether you are left with the only
option to surrender. This implies that you need full attention. This truly describes the full
entertainment that make you feel more interesting and more you become familiar with the game,
more you will enjoy.

Updated Versions of Bubble Shooter

The game is very simple and its simplicity makes it all time favorite and the introduction of the new
versions with new and stunning changes has made the game more interesting. The game in its new
version has come up with new musical tracks, better lightning, clear and colorful video, and the best
thing in the game is that it always keep the player alert and awake when any one feel bored. Online
versions on this game are also very easy that one can easily play and manipulate. One can easily
have fun with their new mobile gadgets and you can play with your gadgets using space key and
start key to shoot the bubbles. Online versions also help players to compare the scores with other
players and boost up their caliber to score high and to achieve the target.

New version of Bubble shooter game also follows the same rules but catchy look and better sound
effects of the game has added more fun. Some games have come up with the balloons in place of
bubbles but the theme of the game remains the same. Speed of the bubbles increase with the
change in the levels and the player need to shoot at much faster speed. This also helps to test your
concentration power and also your speed coordination maintenance.
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 - About Author:
a Bubble shooter is a classic game with lots of colorful a bubbles and balloons which provides you
full entertainment that will help you to lower down your stress.
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